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CONNECTING THE DISCONNECTED:
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
INCARCERATED
Neil L. Sobol*
New technology is not good or evil in and of itself. It's all
about how people choose to use it.
-David Wong'
Technology is best when it brings people together.
-Matt Mullenweg2
Incarceration is a family problem-more than 2.7
million children in the United States have a parent in jail or
prison. It adversely impacts family relationships, financial
stability, and the mental health and well-being of family
members. Empirical research shows that communications
between inmates and their families improve family stability
and successful reintegration while also reducing the inmate's
incidence of behavioral issues and recidivism rates. However,
systemic barriers significantly impact the ability of inmates
and their families to communicate. Both traditional and
newly developed technological communication tools have
inherent advantages and disadvantages. In addition, private
* Professor of Law, Texas A&M University School of Law; M.S. and B.A.
(with distinction), Stanford University; J.D. (cum laude, order of the coil),
Southern Methodist University. I appreciate the encouragement and assistance
of my colleagues at Texas A&M and the research assistance of Peter Kuylen and
Bailey Michell. I am grateful for the feedback received at a presentation at the
2017 Southeastern Association of Law Schools Conference organized by
Professors Cynthia Alkon and Catherine Hancock. Above all, I appreciate the
support and understanding from my wife, Rebecca, and the continual
encouragement from Professor Marion Sobol, my Mom, who has served as my
role model.
1. Social Media Could Inspire Horrors-Or Maybe Superpowers, WIRED
(Oct. 10, 2015, 7:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/2015/10/geeks-guide-david-
wong/ (quoting David Wong).
2. Drew Olanoff, Open Source Blogging Platform WordPress Turns Ten, and
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contracting of communication services too often leads to
abusive practices and conflicts of interest for facilities.
Although technology plays a critical and expanding role
in communications, a comprehensive evaluation of the
methods and policies surrounding inmate communications i
needed. Efforts to address incarceration rates, education,
and research gaps, along with an understanding of the
potential and limitations of communication technologies, are
critical to the development of policy initiatives. These tools
should be employed with a regulated approach to choosing
and contracting for communication services to effectively
reduce barriers and improve outcomes.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It instantly destroyed my family because of the distance and
the cost associated with visiting and phone calls. I suddenly
became a dead person to them. My parents subsequently died
during the time that I served, siblings moved on to create their
own families, moved out of state. So that's been devastating.
-Formerly incarcerated person, New Orleans
3
Incarceration has consequences for inmates as well as their
families. A majority of the over two million incarcerated individuals
in the United States have minor children.4 "[One] in every 28
children" in the United States has an incarcerated parent.5 More
than 11% of African-American children have a parent in prison or
jail. 6 Inmates are housed an average of one hundred miles away from
their family members.
7
The separation created by incarceration adversely impacts
relationships between inmates and their significant others, spouses,
and children.8 Divorce is more likely for those who are incarcerated.9
Living arrangements for children are likely to change, often resulting
in the separation of siblings.10 The loss of the inmate's support and
the fines and fees that often accompany incarceration can create
devastating financial problems.1 1 Additionally, children of inmates
3. SANETA DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., WHO PAYS? THE TRUE COST OF
INCARCERATION ON FAMILIES 32 (2015), http://ellabakercenter.org/sites/default
/files/downloads/who-pays.pdf.
4. PEW CHARITABLE TRs., COLLATERAL COSTS: INCARCERATION'S EFFECT ON
ECONOMIC MOBILITY 4 (2010), http://www.pewtrusts.org/-/mediaflegacy
/uploadedfiles/pcs assets/2010/collateralcostslpdf.pdf (stating that 54% of
inmates have minor children).
5. Id.
6. Id.
7. Artika Tyner et al., Phone Calls Creating Lifelines for Prisoners and
Their Families: A Retrospective Case Study on the Campaign for Prison Phone
Justice in Minnesota, 20 TRINITY L. REV. 83, 84 (2014) (identifying one hundred
miles as the average distance between prisoners and their families).
8. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 31-34.
9. See id. at 31 (citing a study that found that incarcerated men were more
likely to divorce than men who were convicted but not incarcerated).
10. NANCY G. LAVIGNE ETAL., URBAN INST., BROKEN BONDS: UNDERSTANDING
AND ADDRESSING THE NEEDS OF CHILDREN WITH INCARCERATED PARENTS 3-4
(2008), https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/31486/411616-
Broken- Bonds-Understanding- and-Addressing-the-Needs-of- Children-with-
Incarcerated-Parents.PDF.
11. ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., A SHARED SENTENCE: THE DEVASTATING TOLL OF
PARENTAL INCARCERATION ON KIDS, FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES 3 (2016),
http://www.aecf.org/m/resourcedoc/aecf-asharedsentence-2016.pdf (describing
2018]
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are more likely to suffer depression, anxiety, and other mental health
problems that often have long-term consequences.12 The strain on the
bond between inmate and child is often greatest when the inmate is
the mother of the child-an increasing problem given the expansive
growth in the incarceration of women.13 Women now represent the
"fastest-growing segment of the incarcerated population."14 More
than 60% of incarcerated women have minor children, and most of
these women are likely the primary caretakers for their children.15
Communications between inmates and their family members can
help alleviate many family relationship issues. The benefits extend
to both inmates and their nonincarcerated family members.16 These
benefits include better family relationships, reduced physical and
mental health issues, and improved academic performance for
children in school.17
Similarly, communications can help improve the behavior of
inmates during and after incarceration.1 Recidivism rates for
inmates are alarming, with more than two-thirds of prisoners
re-arrested within three years of release and more than three-fourths
re-arrested within five years.1 9 Studies show that inmate-family
communications can promote successful reentry into society and help
reduce recidivism.20 Additionally, communications can positively
impact conduct during incarceration.21
Despite these benefits, physical and practical obstacles often
prevent communications. While physical distance between
correctional institutions and families is often the primary hurdle for
visitation,22 policies and rules purported to promote security, and
child-unfriendly environments also create substantial barriers for
communications between inmates and their families.23
how incarceration "push[es] families teetering on the edge into financial
disaster").
12. Id. at 3-4.
13. Wendy Sawyer, The Gender Divide: Tracking Women's State Prison




16. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 31-34.
17. See infra Subpart II.A
18. See infra Subpart II.B.
19. MATTHEW R. DUROSE ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, NCJ 244205,
RECIDIVISM OF PRISONERS RELEASED IN 30 STATES IN 2005: PATTERNS FROM 2005 TO
2010, at 1 (2014), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/rprts05pO510.pdf.
20. Grant Duwe & Valerie Clark, Blessed Be the Social Tie that Binds: The
Effects of Prison Visitation on Offender Recidivism, 24 CRIM. JUST. POL'Y REV. 271,
276-77 (2013).
21. See infra Subpart II.B.2.
22. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 30.
23. STEVE CHRISTIAN, NAfL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, CHILDREN
OF INCARCERATED PARENTS 4-5 (2009), https://www.ncsl.org/documents/cyf
/childrenofincarceratedparents.pdf; Bernadette Rabuy & Daniel Kopf,
562 [Vol. 53
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Can technology help promote the benefits of communications
while reducing the obstacles associated with in-person visitation?
Technology continually creates new communication tools. From the
traditional landline to the cell phone, to text, to email, to Skype and
FaceTime, and even to Twitter, technology has expanded the way
people communicate with each other.
24
While technology offers the promise of alternative
communication methods for inmates, it also raises questions of
whether the options are as beneficial as in-person visitation.
Moreover, systems that ban in-person visits in favor of video or
telephone communications can have detrimental impacts on inmates
and their families.
25
Additionally, do new technologies create new obstacles to
communications? Such obstacles may include technology problems
related to communication quality as well as financial issues stemming
from utilization costs.26 The assessment and collection of fees for
access to technology can add to the poverty-debt cycle for low-income
defendants and hinder communications between inmates and their
families.27 The involvement of private companies in these ventures
often exacerbates debt issues for low-income families. For example,
Colorado's contract with a private vendor to provide tablets to
inmates has been criticized as "a case study in how new technologies
can be implemented in ways that financially exploit incarcerated
people and their support networks."
28
This Article addresses the benefits and costs of using technology
to help incarcerated defendants communicate with their families. As
background, Part II of this Article describes the importance of such
communications. Part III addresses the traditional forms of
communication for inmates. Part IV discusses the technological
alternatives to the traditional methods, focusing on the benefits and
Separation by Bars and Miles: Visitation in State Prisons, PRISON POL'Y
INITIATIVE (Oct. 20, 2015), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports
/prisonvisits.html.
24. See, e.g., ALLISON HOLLIHAN & MICHELLE PORTLOCK, OSBORNE ASS'N,
VIDEO VISITING IN CORRECTIONS: BENEFITS, LIMITATIONS, AND IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS 1 (2014), https://dept.camden.rutgers.edu/nrccfi/files/NIC-Video
-Visiting-Guide.pdf.
25. See infra notes 275-89 and accompanying text.
26. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 16.
27. This Article examines fees for communication technology usage. Inmates
regularly face other types of fees. See, e.g., Daniel Wagner, Meet the Prison
Bankers Who Profit from the Inmates, TIME (Sept. 30, 2014),
http://time.com/3446372/criminal-justice-prisoners-profit/. The widespread use
of fees in the criminal justice debt system and its deleterious impact on those
unable to pay is beyond the scope of this Article. See generally Neil L. Sobol,
Charging the Poor: Criminal Justice Debt & Modern-Day Debtors'Prisons, 75 MD.
L. REV. 486 (2016), for more information.
28. Stephen Raher, The Wireless Prison: How Colorado's Tablet Computer
Program Misses Opportunities and Monetizes the Poor, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE:
BLOG (July 6, 2017), https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/07/06/tablets/.
2018] 563
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abuses associated with these communication methods. Finally, Part
V provides recommendations to help promote better communications
and curb some of the abuses associated with providing contact
between inmates and their families.
II. IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATIONS FOR THE INCARCERATED
Communications between inmates and their families help
maintain relationships and benefit defendants and family stability.29
Moreover, communications can help inmates reenter society and
reduce recidivism rates.30 This Part will briefly discuss the positive
impact of communications on family relationships and recidivism
rates.
A. Family Stability
"The growing number of children with an incarcerated parent
represents one of the most significant collateral consequences" of
mass incarceration.31 More than 2.7 million children have at least
one parent in jail or prison.32 At some point during their childhood,
more than 5 million children in the United States will have a parent
incarcerated.33 From 1991 to 2007, the number of children with a
parent in prison "increased by 80%."34 African-American children
face a disproportionate impact as they are seven times more likely
than white children to have a parent incarcerated.35
Incarceration of parents adversely impacts, among other things,
parental rights, welfare assistance, family income, family stability,
and family mental health and well-being.36 Strained marriages,
terminated parental rights, separated siblings, and changed living
arrangements often accompany incarceration.37 For example, one
study found that "men who were convicted and incarcerated were
three times more likely to divorce as men who were convicted but not
29. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 29-33.
30. Duwe & Clark, supra note 20, at 276-77.
31. NAT'L RES. CTR. ON CHILDREN & FAMILIES OF THE INCARCERATED,
CHILDREN & FAMILIES OF THE INCARCERATED FACT SHEET 1 (2014),
http://dept.camden.rutgers.edui/nrccfi/files/nrccfi-fact-sheet-2014.pdf.
32. Inimai M. Chettiar & Natasha Camhi, The Hidden Bearers of Mass
Incarceration: Women, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. (July 17, 2017),
https://www.brennancenter.org/blog/hidden-bearers-mass-incarceration-women.
33. ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., supra note 11, at 2.
34. LAUREN E. GLAZE & LAURA M. MARUScHAK, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, NCJ
222984, PARENTS IN PRISON AND THEIR MINOR CHILDREN 1 (2010),
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/pptmc.pdf.
35. ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., supra note 11, at 2.
36. NAT'L RES. CTR. ON CHILDREN & FAMILIES OF THE INCARCERATED, supra
note 31, at 1-3. A detailed discussion of the impact of parental incarceration on
children is beyond the scope of this Article. See generally NAT'L RESOURCE CTR.
ON CHILD. & FAMILIES INCARCERATED, https://nrccfi.camden.rutgers.edu/ (last
visited Aug. 9, 2018), for more information.
37. LAVIGNE ETAL., supra note 10.
564 [Vol. 53
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incarcerated."38  Another study found that "39% of formerly
incarcerated parents either lost custody or had their parental rights
terminated."39 A North Carolina study concluded that "children of
the incarcerated are 130 percent more likely to experience family
instability than those without incarcerated parents.40 Moreover, the
separation has "long-term intergenerational effects on family
relationships and opportunities that are deeply damaging to building
strong families and strong communities."
41
Children of incarcerated parents are also more likely to face
financial hardships than other children.42 The loss of support from
the incarcerated parent, the fines and fees charged to the incarcerated
parent, and the costs related to maintaining communications with the
incarcerated parent create financial burdens.43 One study revealed
the financial hardships, finding that 65% of families "with an
incarcerated member were unable to meet their family's basic
needs"44-including nearly one-half of these families having problems
with satisfying basic food and housing needs.45 The average debt
associated with fines and fees relating to incarceration amounted to
more than $13,600, representing a significant portion of income for
families who have an annual household income of less than $15,000.46
The charges for maintaining contact with inmates forced more than
one-third of families into debt.47 Often, the families of inmates are
the source of payment-with women paying for more than 80% of
these charges.48 Moreover, caregivers for inmates' children often
struggle with the ability to work while also taking care of children at
home.49
Incarceration also adversely impacts the mental and physical
health of family members. For example, a 2018 survey of over 2,000
women concerning the effect of a loved one's incarceration found that
86% reported a significant or extreme effect on their emotional well-
being and 63% reported a significant or extreme impact on their
38. See, e.g., DEVUONO-POWELLETAL., supra note 3, at 31.
39. Id. at 34.
40. LAVIGNE ET AL., supra note 10, at 4.
41. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 34.
42. Id. at 33 (concluding that "[p]arental incarceration increases the risk of
children living in poverty or experiencing household instability, independent of
any other factors present in a young person's life"); LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note
10, at 3-6.
43. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 7.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 7-9.




49. LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note 10, at 6.
2018]
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physical health.5 0 Moreover, the stress and trauma associated with
having a parent in prison or jail are "of the same magnitude as abuse,
domestic violence, and divorce, with a potentially lasting negative
impact on a child's well-being."5 1 Children of incarcerated parents
experience adverse emotional and behavioral impacts, including
increased mental-health problems, drug use, depression, anxiety,
withdrawal, and aggression.
5 2
Additionally, children of inmates are more likely to face shame
and social stigmatization, often resulting in anger, defiance, and low
self-esteem.5 3 They are also more likely to have problems in school54
and are "significantly less likely to complete high school."55
The separation of the parent from the child during the child's
formative years, especially if the incarcerated parent is the mother,
can be detrimental to the parent-child bond.56  Statistics on
incarcerated women are particularly significant because women are
"generally the primary caregivers of children."57  Moreover, the
growth in the incarceration of women is far outpacing the growth in
the incarceration of men.5 8  Since 1978, the women's prison
population has increased more than 830%, representing more than
twice the increase in the men's prison population during that time.59
As a result, "[w]omen have become the fastest-growing segment" of
inmates.6 0 Estimates suggest hat more than 60% of women in prison
have a non-adult child and 75% of these women are the "primary or
sole caretaker" for their children.61 Often, visits are more difficult for
children of imprisoned mothers than children of imprisoned fathers
because imprisoned women are typically located farther from their
homes due to the relatively small number of women's prisons.6 2
Statistics for women in jail are even more alarming than the
prison statistics-the number of jailed women is "growing at a faster
50. GINA CLAYTON ET AL., ESSIE JUSTICE GRP., BECAUSE SHE'S POWERFUL: THE
POLITICAL ISOLATION AND RESISTANCE OF WOMEN WITH INCARCERATED LOVED ONES
12 (2018), https://www.becauseshespowerful.org/wp-contentluploads/2018/05
/Essie-Justice-GroupBecause-Shes-Powerful-Report.pdf.
51. ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., supra note 11.
52. LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note 10, at 7-8.
53. Id. at 9.
54. Id. at 8.
55. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 33.
56. ANNIE E. CASEY FOUND., supra note 11, at 3; Patrice A. Fulcher, The
Double-Edged Sword of Prison Video Visitation: Claiming to Keep Families
Together While Furnishing the Aims of the Prison Industrial Complex, 9 FLA.
A&M U. L. REV. 83, 100-01 (2013).
57. Aleks Kajstura, Women's Mass Incarceration: The Whole Pie 2017,
PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE (Oct. 19, 2017), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports
/pie2017women.html.
58. Sawyer, supra note 13.
59. Id.
60. Id. (providing a state-by-state report of prison rates for women and men).
61. Chettiar & Camhi, supra note 32.
62. Sawyer, supra note 13.
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rate than any other correctional population" with a "14-fold" increase
between 1970 and 2014.63 Jails are typically locally-run centers that
generally house people who are awaiting trial or serving sentences
that span less than a year.64 Eighty percent of jailed women are
mothers, with the majority also serving as primary caretakers.
65
Sixty percent of the women in jail are pretrial detainees, serving time
not because of a conviction, but primarily because they are unable to
afford cash bail.
66
Furthermore, jails are typically more restrictive on
communications than prisons.6 7 In particular, jails may charge more
than prisons for telephone calls and may restrict mail
communications to postcards.68 Additionally, many jails limit or even
ban contact visitation.69 The restrictive visitation policies of jails can
have detrimental effects on children, especially infants and
newborns.7 0 The need for physical bonding during the child's first
year is essential to the child's relationship with the child's parent.
7 1
Disruptions to this bonding can create trauma, fear, distrust, distress,
and anxiety for children.
72
While the separation caused by incarceration adversely impacts
families, communications with inmates can help reduce some of the
63. ELIZABETH SWAVOLA ET AL., VERA INST. OF JUSTICE, OVERLOOKED: WOMEN
& JAILs IN AN ERA OF REFORM 2 (2016), https://storage.googleapis.comvera-web-
assets/downloads/Publications/overlooked-women-and-j ails-
report/legacy-downloads/overlooked-women-and-jails-report-updated.pdf.
64. RAM SUBRAMANIAN ET AL., VERA INST. OF JUSTICE, INCARCERATION'S FRONT








69. BERNADETTE RABUY & PETER WAGNER, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE,
SCREENING OUT FAMILY TIME: THE FOR-PROFIT VIDEO VISITATION INDUSTRY IN
PRISONS AND JAILS 6, 11 (2015), https://static.prisonpolicy.org/visitation
/ScreeningOutFamilyTime January2015.pdf.
70. Megan McMillen, Note, I Need to Feel Your Touch: Allowing Newborns
and Infants Contact Visitation with Jailed Parents, 2012 U. ILL. L. REV. 1811,
1812 (2012).
71. See id. at 1822.
72. Id. at 1824-25.
20181
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negative impacts.73 Anecdotal reports and studies show that these
communications benefit both inmates and their families.
74
1. Communications Help Family Members of Inmates
A survey of inmates and their families identified some of the
benefits from communications: "Families who were able to talk on the
phone were less likely to report experiencing separation or divorce
from partners or spouses, damaged child-parent relationships, and
sibling separation. Families who were able to stay in regular contact
were also more likely to report that family relationships became
stronger."
75
Communications help preserve family stability for people who
have an incarcerated parent or spouse. For children, communications
with an incarcerated parent can help reduce anxiety and foster
parent-child relationships.7 6 Significantly, studies have shown
adverse health consequences associated with the inability to have
regular contact with incarcerated family members.7 7 Children who
communicate with incarcerated parents "exhibit fewer disruptive and
anxious behaviors."7 8
Programs that promote and facilitate visitation with
incarcerated parents report positive impacts for children, including
stronger parent-child bonding, less anxiety and fear, better
performance in school, and improved behavior.79
2. Communications Help Inmates
Similarly, a lack of contact not only negatively impacts family
members but also adversely impacts inmates. Communications help
inmates address the isolation that incarceration creates.8 0 For
73. MARCIA FESTEN ET AL., URBAN INST., FROM PRISON TO HOME: THE EFFECT
OF INCARCERATION ON CHILDREN, FAMILIES & COMMUNITIES 18-20 (2002),
https://aspe.hhs.gov/system/files/pdf/74976/report.pdf. Alternatively, at least one
study has shown that incarceration of a parent may have a short-term positive
impact on the parent's children because of the removal of a negative role model.
Stephen B. Billings, Parental Arrest and Incarceration: How Does It Impact
Children? 5 (Mar. 14, 2018), https://ssrn.com/abstract=3034539.
74. See, e.g., CHRISTIAN, supra note 23, at 4; Chesa Boudin et al., Prison
Visitation Policies: A Fifty-State Survey, 32 YALE L. & POL'Y REV. 149, 151-53
(2013).
75. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3.
76. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 101.
77. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 9.
78. LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note 10, at 10 (citing studies and finding that
"maintaining contact with one's incarcerated parent appears to be one of the most
effective ways to improve a child's emotional response to the incarceration and
reduce the incidence of problematic behavior").
79. Id. at 11 (describing results reported from the Girl Scouts Beyond Bars
and the Living Interactive Family Education programs); Kathleen J. Block &
Margaret J. Potthast, Girl Scouts Beyond Bars: Facilitating Parent-Child Contact
in Correctional Settings, 77 CHILD WELFARE 561, 573 (1998).
80. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 85.
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example, responding to a survey, a former inmate stated the
importance of communications: "Being in contact with my family
grounded me. I knew I still had people who loved me. It kept spirits
up knowing no one abandoned me, and kept up my connection with
the outside world."81  Moreover, research reflects 'lower rates of
depression, anxiety, and stress" for incarcerated parents who have
contact with their children.
8 2
B. Reentry Issues and Recidivism
In addition to improving family stability and inmates' mental
health, communications between inmates and their families reduce
crime rates and positively affect inmates' reintegrations into
communities.
8 3
One goal of the correctional institution system is to reduce the
recidivism rate-the percentage of inmates who commit offenses after
they are released.8 4 A 2014 United States Department of Justice
study of over 400,000 state prisoners in thirty states found that more
than 67% of inmates reoffended within three years of their release
and more than 75% reoffended within five years of their release.
8 5
Moreover, nearly half were imprisoned again within three years of
their release, and over 55% were imprisoned again within five years
of their release.8 6 A 2018 update of the study found that 83% of the
state prisoners were arrested within nine years after release.
8 7
Similarly, an examination of federal prisoners found that over 52%
were re-arrested within eight years after release.
88
81. DEVUONO-POWELLETAL., supra note 3, at 31.
82. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 6.
83. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 29; FESTEN ET AL., supra note
73; Allyson Walker, Frequent Communication with Friends and Family Proven
to Lower the Rate of Recidivism, LEGACY INMATE COMM.: BLOG (June 19, 2014),
https://www.legacyinmate.comblog/post/frequent-communication-with-friends-
and-family-proven-to-lower-the-rate-of-recidivism.
84. PEW CTR. ON THE STATES, STATE OF RECIDIVISM: THE REVOLVING DOOR OF
AMERICA'S PRISONS 1 (2011), http://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/legacy
/uploadedfiles/wwwpewtrustsorg/reports/sentencing-andcorrections/staterecidi
vismrevolvingdooramericaprisons20pdf.pdf.
85. DUROSE ET AL., supra note 19. Similarly, a 2002 report on over 270,000
inmates imprisoned in fifteen states found that more than 67% were arrested
within three years of release. PATRICK A. LANGAN & DAVID J. LEVIN, U.S. DEP'T
OF JUSTICE, NCJ 193427, RECIDIVISM OF PRISONERS RELEASED IN 1994, at 1 (2002),
https://www.bjs. gov/content/pub/pdf/rpr94.pdf.
86. DUROSE ET AL., supra note 19, at 15. The reimprisonment rates were
based on data collected from twenty-three states. Id. at 14. See PEW CTR. ON THE
STATES, supra note 84, at 10-11, for a state-by-state review of recidivism rates.
87. MARIEL ALPER ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, NCJ 250975, 2018 UPDATE
ON PRISONER RECIDIVISM: A 9-YEAR FOLLOW-UP PERIOD (2005-2014), at 1 (2018),
https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/18upr9yfup0514.pdf.
88. KIM STEVEN HUNT & ROBERT DUMVILLE, U.S. SENTENCING COMM'N,
RECIDIVIsM AMONG FEDERAL OFFENDERS: A COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW 5 (2016),
2018]
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1. Improved Behavior After Incarceration
Allowing communications between inmates and their families
has the potential to reduce criminal and parole violations by released
inmates.8 9 Studies conducted over the last forty years have shown
that inmates who have family communications while incarcerated
often have lower recidivism rates.90 For example, a "1972 study of
California prisoners found that those who had regular visits were six
times less likely to reenter prison during the first year out than those
who had none."91
Similarly, a study involving over 16,000 Minnesota state
prisoners found a statistically significant relationship between
visitation and rates of reconviction and parole revocation.92 The study
found that an in-person "visit reduced the risk of recidivism by 13%
for felony reconvictions and 25% for technical violation revocations."93
Moreover, each subsequent visit was associated with a 0.1% reduction
in reconviction.9 4 Inmates receiving a monthly visit had a 0.9% lower
reconviction rate.9 5 The study also examined the relative influence of
the relationship between the visitor and the inmate on reconviction
and revocation rates, finding that "visits from fathers, siblings,
in-laws, and clergy [were] the most important in reducing
recidivism."96 Interestingly, visits from ex-spouses were associated
with increases in reconviction and revocation rates.97
A former inmate stressed the impact of a lack of communications
on re-entry: "Not being able to talk with my family kept me isolated
from society. Not being able to talk with family kept me from being
able to plan for my future after prison."9 8 Visitation often is "the only
opportunity inmates have for direct contact with outside social
https://www.ussc.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/research-and-publications/research-
publications/2016/recidivism overview.pdf.
89. CHRISTIAN, supra note 23, at 4.
90. Alex Friedmann, Lowering Recidivism Through Family Communication,
PRISON LEGAL NEWS, Apr. 2014, at 24, https://www.prisonlegalnews.org/media
/issues/04pln14.pdf (describing studies dating from 1972 to 2012). See Duwe &
Clark, supra note 20, for a brief discussion of studies about how prison visitation
influences recidivism rates.
91. See, e.g., NELL BERNSTEIN, ALL ALONE IN THE WORLD: CHILDREN OF THE
INCARCERATED 77 (2005).
92. Duwe & Clark, supra note 20, at 282.
93. Id. at 289.
94. Id. at 282.
95. Id.
96. Id. at 290.
97. Id. at 282.
98. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 31.
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networks."99 Having contact with these networks benefits inmates
upon their release.100
2. Improved Behavior During Incarceration
Studies not only show the potential for visitation to reduce crime
after release but also show better inmate conduct during
incarceration.10 1 Scholars have asserted several grounds to explain
why visitation may improve inmates' behaviors, including that
visitation alleviates some of the stress and social isolation associated
with incarceration, "maintain[s] social bonds," and "improv[es]
prisoners' perceptions of and attitude towards the prison system and
its staff."1
02
Researchers have concluded that both theory and empirical
research support the claim that communications from outside sources
can help reduce behavioral problems during incarceration and
recidivism upon release.
103
III. THE TRADITIONAL METHODS OF COMMUNICATIONS
Traditionally, communications with inmates have occurred via
visitation, mail, or telephone.104 This Part briefly discusses these
methods, addressing their benefits and limitations.
99. Joshua C. Cochran et al., Who Gets Visited in Prison? Individual- and
Community-Level Disparities in Inmate Visitation Experiences, 63 CRIME &
DELINQ. 545, 547 (2017).
100. Id. at 548.
101. Id. at 547-48; see also Kerryn E. Bell & Dale M. Lindekugel, Correlates
of Violence within Washington State Prisons, 16 CRIMINOLOGY, CRIM. JUST., L. &
Soc'y 21, 24 (2015) (finding "ample support in the research that visitation and
social support do have an impact on prison adjustment and the likelihood of
misconduct[,] including violent misconduct"); Karen De Claire & Louise Dixon,
The Effects of Prison Visits from Family Members on Prisoners' Well-Being, Prison
Rule Breaking, and Recidivism: A Review of Research Since 1991, 18 TRAUMA,
VIOLENCE, & ABUSE 185, 188-95 (2017) (analyzing the results and limitations of
studies published from 2002 to 2012 regarding the impact of visitation on
prisoners' mental health and rule violations in prison).
102. See, e.g., Joshua C. Cochran, The Ties That Bind or the Ties That Break:
Examining the Relationship Between Visitation and Prisoner Misconduct, 40 J.
CRIM. JUST. 433, 434 (2012).
103. Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 151-52; Cochran et al., supra note 99, at
548. But see De Claire & Dixon, supra note 101, at 196-97 (concluding that
studies show that "visits had significant positive effects on well-being and
recidivism," but also identifying the limitations in those studies and indicating
that in one study visits from children significantly increased contraband-related
violations, presumably because visits allowed "more opportunity to bring
contraband into prisons").
104. Friedmann, supra note 90, at 25.
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A. Visitation
Visitation for inmates is generally considered a privilege rather
than an absolute right.105 In Overton v. Bazzetta,1 0 6 the Supreme
Court found that inmates do not have an absolute right to isitation
under the United States Constitution.107 The Court held that, as
imposed, the Michigan Department of Corrections' visitation
restrictions neither violated the First Amendment's right of
association nor the Eighth Amendment's prohibition on cruel and
unusual punishment.10s The Court relied on the four-factor test from
Turner v. Safely'0 9 to find that the Department's regulation was
constitutional.11 0 The Court stated that the restrictions "[bore] a
rational relation to legitimate penological interests"1 1  of
"maintaining internal security and protecting child visitors."112
Additionally, inmates had alternative means of communications,
including by mail and telephone.l3 Moreover, accommodating
inmates' demands would have significantly impacted prison resources
and the guards' abilities to protect inmates.114 As a result, courts
generally allow "substantial discretion" to prison officials who
establish visitation rules.1 15 Although visitation is not an absolute
right, all states and the federal system permit visitation, subject to
restrictions and limitations.116 This Subpart will explore the benefits
and challenges of visitation.
1. Advantages
Face-to-face communications may be the best type of
communications-creating stronger family relationships, improving
prisoner behavior, reducing recidivism rates, and helping prisoners
105. George L. Blum, Annotation, Right of Jailed or Imprisoned Parent to
Visit from Minor Child, 6 A.L.R.6th 483 § 2 (2005). See generally Chesa Boudin,
Children of Incarcerated Parents: The Child's Constitutional Right to the Family
Relationship, 101 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 77 (2011), for a discussion
advocating the rights of children to visit their parents in jail or prison.
106. 539 U.S. 126 (2003).
107. Id. at 131. See Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 153-54, for a listing of
cases discussing the constitutionality of restrictions on visitation.
108. Bazzetta, 539 U.S. at 131-37.
109. 482 U.S. 78, 89-91 (1987).
110. Bazzetta, 539 U.S. at 132-33.
111. Id. at 132.
112. Id. at 133.
113. Id. at 135.
114. Id. The Court also stated that respondents failed to show a "regulatory
alternative that fully accommodates the asserted right while not imposing more
than a de minimis cost to the valid penological goal." Id. at 136.
115. See Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 154. A topic beyond the scope of this
Article focuses on the Sixth Amendment's rights to visitation by counsel. See 3
MICHAEL B. MUSHLIN, RIGHTS OF PRISONERS § 12:27 (5th ed. 2017), for more
information.
116. See generally Boudin et al., supra note 74 (describing visitation policies
in the prison systems of each state and the Federal Bureau of Prisons).
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reintegrate into society after release.117 For example, authors of a
survey reviewing the visitation policies of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons and the fifty states reported:
We believe, based on substantial empirical evidence, that
frequent high-quality visitation can reduce prison violence,
maintain family bonds, break the intergenerational cycle of
incarceration, and smooth the reentry process, thereby reducing
recidivism rates. In short, smart visitation policies make prison
personnel and prisoners safer, decrease crime, save money, and
mitigate the damage incarceration wreaks on families and
communities.1 8
Another report claims, "[e]very available study agrees: Best
practices for developing those bonds [between parents and children]
involve in-person visitation, preferably contact."119 Alternatives to
in-person visitation lack the psychological advantages that arise from
being in the same room with a family member.120 Advocates of
visitation stress the importance of contact visitation to help maintain
relationships between parents and children and advance the
emotional well-being of children.121 Moreover, as one commentator
stated, "incarcerated people are human beings, and denying them
personal contact with those they love is yet another indignity of the
prison system."122
2. Disadvantages
While in-person visitation may be the best source for
communication, in practice most inmates do not receive visitors. For
example, one report found that only 31% of prisoners had a family
visit within a typical month.123 Actual visitation is often limited, and
considerable variation exists between jurisdictions.124 The major
117. Id. at 151-52.
118. Id. (citations omitted).
119. JORGE ANTONIO RENAUD, GRASSROOTs LEADERSHIP & TEX. CRIMINAL
JUSTICE COAL., VIDEO VISITATION: How PRIVATE COMPANIES PUSH FOR VISITS BY
VIDEO AND FAMILIES PAY THE PRICE 2 (2014), https://grassrootsleadership.org
/sites/default/files/uploads/Video%20Visitation%20%28web%29.pdf.
120. Emily Widra, Seeing Eye to Eye.- Understanding the Limits of Video
Visitation, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Apr. 11, 2016),
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2016/04/11/eye-contact/.
121. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 103-04.
122. Maya Schenwar, Opinion, A Virtual Visit to a Relative in Jail, N.Y. TIMES
(Sept. 29, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/29/opinionla-virtual-visit-to-
a-relative-in-jail.html.
123. See, e.g., Rabuy & Kopf, supra note 23.
124. See, e.g., Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 160-73 (describing the
differences that exist among the state prison systems and the federal prison
system).
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barriers to in-person visitation include distance, facility limitations,
and correctional institution rules and policies.12 5
Travel concerns typically represent he primary reason for failure
to visit.126 Prisons are often located in remote, difficult-to-access
places. For example, more than 60% of state prisoners and 80% of
federal prisoners are in facilities located more than one hundred miles
from the inmate's residence.127 Not surprisingly, studies find that the
percentage of inmates receiving visits decreases as the distance from
family members increases.128 For example, a study in Washington
State found that "in person visits ... decreased by about I percent for
every additional mile in distance from home they were
incarcerated."1
29
Limited visitation times also exacerbate transportation concerns.
Visitation hours vary significantly by state.30 While some states
establish a minimum number of hours for visitation, other states set
a maximum number of hours for visitation.13' For example, one
survey found that New York's maximum security prisons had the
most liberal visitation policies-"allowing for up to six hours of visits"
per day-while North Carolina's prisons had the most restrictive
visitation policies-"establishing a ceiling of no more than one visit
per week of up to two hours."13 2 Limited visitation hours are often
not conducive to times when public transportation is available or
family members can visit.13 3
For low-income families, visitation is often cost prohibitive. Costs
include time off from work, transportation fees, and lodging
expenses.3 4 One study of visitors to San Quentin State Prison in
California found that more than half of the women visitors "reported
spending as much as one-third of their annual income to maintain
contact."35 In 2004, approximately one-half of the inmates never had
a visit from their children. 36 When prisons permit child visitation,
125. CHRISTIAN, supra note 23; Rabuy & Kopf, supra note 23.
126. See FESTEN ET AL., supra note 73, at 18; Friedmann, supra note 90.
127. See, e.g., SARAH SCHIRMER ET AL., THE SENTENCING PROJECT,
INCARCERATED PARENTS & THEIR CHILDREN: TRENDS 1991-2007, at 8 (2009),
http://www.sentencingproject.org/publications/incarcerated-parents-and-their-
children-trends- 1991-2007/ (describing results from 2004).
128. Rabuy & Kopf, supra note 23.
129. See, e.g., LtON DIGARD ET AL., VERA INST. OF JUSTICE, CLOSING THE




130. See Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 160-61.
131. Id. at 161.
132. See, e.g., id.
133. FESTEN ETAL., supra note 73, at 10.
134. Id. at 10-11.
135. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 30.
136. SCHIRMER ET AL., supra note 127, at 7 (reporting that 58.5% of state
prisoners and 4 4.7 % of federal prisoners had not received any visits).
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the visits "always occur well into a parent's term of incarceration, long
after such contact could ameliorate the immediate effects of
arrest-related trauma among those children."
137
Additionally, states impose "background check fees" on visitors,
further restricting visitation by low-income families.1 38 Some states
rely on these fees as revenue.139 Additionally, outstanding traffic
tickets may prevent visitation.
140
The financial constraints associated with visitation
disproportionately impact minority inmates and their families.1 41 As
a result, minority inmates who tend to be from "socially
disadvantaged areas" are less likely to be visited and experience the
benefits of visitation.1 42 Some scholars have identified the disparity
in visitation as additional punishment, "rais[ing] questions
about... social inequality in punishment in America."
143
Moreover, prison rules and policies, which are purportedly
designed to promote security and reduce the entry of contraband into
facilities, often dissuade visitation by creating long wait times,
burdensome search practices, and restrictive dress codes.144 The
searches are often invasive and in some jurisdictions "may extend to
vehicles and to body cavities of visitors."1 45 A study describing the
accounts of those who were mistreated by guards found that 17% of
visitors surveyed stated that the mistreatment they received when
visiting inmates was "an important barrier to remaining in
contact."1 46 At least one commentator has suggested that visitors are
137. Denise Johnston, Parent-Child Visits in Jails, 12 CHILD. ENVIRONMENTS
25, 29 (1995).
138. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 30.
139. Id. See generally Neil L. Sobol, Fighting Fines & Fees: Borrowing from
Consumer Law to Combat Criminal Justice Debt Abuses, 88 COLO. L. REV. 841
(2017), for a more detailed analysis of the abuses in the assessment and collection
of criminal justice debt. For example, the report on the Ferguson Police
Department highlighted the problems when a municipality uses fees as a revenue
source. U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, CIVIL RIGHTS Div., INVESTIGATION OF THE
FERGUSON POLICE DEPARTMENT 6 (2015), http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/spl
/documents/ferguson findings_3-4-15.pdf. See generally Neil L. Sobol, Lessons
Learned from Ferguson: Ending Abusive Collection of Criminal Justice Debt, 15
U. MD. L.J. RACE, RELIGION, GENDER & CLASS 293 (2015), for more information
about this report.
140. Joyce Davis, I Can't Visit My Sons in Prison Because I Have Unpaid
Traffic Tickets, MARSHALL PROJECT (Sept. 14, 2017, 10:00 PM),
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2017/09/14/i-can-t-visit-my-sons-in-prison-
because-i-have-unpaid-traffic-tickets.
141. Cochran et al., supra note 99, at 549-51.
142. Id. at 561.
143. Id. at 548-49 (citation omitted).
144. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 31; Friedmann, supra note 90.
145. Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 167.
146. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 31.
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often treated like inmates.147 Incarceration facilities often establish
specific policies for visitations by minors.148 Policies that ban toys or
restrict visitation "if children cannot be controlled" can also dissuade
visitation.149
While jails may be closer to families, visitation policies are often
more restrictive in jails than in prisons. For example, city jails that
hold defendants for only a few days often do not have visitation
facilities, and many county jails prohibit child visitation.150
The incarceration environment can discourage in-person visits.
For example, a survey found that 40% of visitors described the
"emotional pain of seeing a family member locked up as a barrier to
visitation."151  Prison visits can be traumatizing to inmates'
children.1 52 Inmates may also discourage visitation because they are
ashamed of their imprisonment or because they do not want to expose
their children to prisons.153
Additionally, the child's caregiver's attitude about the parent's
incarceration often impacts the child's ability or desire to visit her
incarcerated parent.154  The caregiver may have a "strained
relationship" with the inmate and fear that contact would adversely
impact the child.155 Moreover, frequent visits could establish
''unrealistic expectations for a parent's level of involvement after
release."156
Finally, in-person visitation systems create financial burdens
and security risks for correctional institutions.157 Institutions must
provide personnel to address security and contraband concerns that
147. Shanita Hubbard, Visiting an Inmate You Love Is Its Own Kind of Prison,
SPLINTER NEWS (June 28, 2017, 2:00 PM), http://fusion.kinja.com/visiting-an-
inmate-you-love-is-its-own-kind-of-prison- 1796485834.
148. See Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 168.
149. Id. at 168-69. Alternatively, some prisons offer "child-friendly visiting
rooms" and prison nurseries. Id.
150. See, e.g., Johnston, supra note 137.
151. See, e.g., DEVUONO-POWELLETAL., supra note 3, at 30-31.
152. LINDSEY CRAMER ET AL., URBAN INST., PARENT-CHILD VISITING PRACTICES
IN PRISONS AND JAILS 8 (2017), https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files
/publication/89601/parent-child visiting-practices-in prisons and jails.pdf.
153. Id. at 9.
154. CHRISTIAN, supra note 23, at 5.
155. Id.
156. CRAMER ET AL., supra note 152. A topic beyond the scope of this Article
concerns the impact of incarceration on the termination of parental rights. See
CHRISTIAN, supra note 23, at 5-6, for more information about this topic.
157. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 85-86; see also John Romano, Romano:
For-Profit Prison Video Plan Has a Captive Audience, TAMPA BAY TIMES (Apr. 5,
2018), http://www.tampabay.com/news/publicsafety/crime/Romano-For-profit-
prison-video-plan-has-a-captive-audience-_167015562 (describing Florida
Department of Correction's financial and safety concerns behind potential plans
to cut "prison visitation in half because it doesn't have enough staffers to handle
weekend visits safely and efficiently").
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arise from visitation.158 Additionally, physical facilities are necessary
for inspection and visitation.159
B. Mail
A traditional alternative to in-person visitation is
correspondence. Written communications have been a mainstay for
inmates for centuries.160 Moreover, such communications can, as in
the case of Martin Luther King Jr.'s Letter from Birmingham Jail,
have substantial historical significance.161  As with visitation,
inmates do not have an unfettered right to send and receive mail.
1 62
Instead, courts have generally deferred to prison officials and
permitted inspection and restrictions on mail.163 This Subpart will
briefly discuss the merits and drawbacks to communication via mail.
1. Advantages
Correspondence is recognized as the "most practical and
economical method" among the traditional forms of communication
with inmates.164 It represents the "primary form of communication
between incarcerated parents and their children."165 One study of
communications between state prison inmates and their children
found that 70% communicated by mail, 53% communicated by
telephone, and 42% communicated by visitation.
166
158. See Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 166 (stating that "prisons search
visitors as a matter of course"); see also Littice Bacon-Blood, JPSO to Stop
In-Person Jail Visits in Favor of Video Calls, TIMES-PICAYUNE (Sept. 27, 2017),
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2017/09/jpso to stopin-
personjail vi.html (discussing potential employment and security advantages
that arise when using video visitation rather than in-person visitation).
159. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 85-86.
160. STEPHEN RAHER, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE, YOU'VE GOT MAIL: THE
PROMISE OF CYBER COMMUNICATION IN PRISONS AND THE NEED FOR REGULATION 4
(2016), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/messaging/report.pdf.
161. See David Benjamin Oppenheimer, Martin Luther King, Walker v. City
of Birmingham, and the Letter from Birmingham Jail, 26 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 791,
812-16 (1993) (identifying Martin Luther King Jr.'s letter as "the most important
single document of the civil rights era"); see also RAHER, supra note 160, at 4 n. 13
(citing the work of W. Clark Gilpin regarding the impact of letters from prison on
the history of Christianity).
162. See Michael Knight, Censorship of Inmate Mail and the First
Amendment: The Way of the Circuits, 19 TEX. TECH L. REV. 1057, 1057 (1988).
163. Id. Constitutional issues arising from restrictions on mail, including
restrictions on mail from counsel and censorship of mail, are beyond the scope of
this Article. See Gary D. Spivey, Annotation, Censorship of Convicted Prisoners'
"Legal" Mail, 47 A.L.R.3d 1150 (1973) and Gary D. Spivey, Annotation,
Censorship of Convicted Prisoners' "Nonlegal" Mail, 47 A.L.R.3d 1192 (1973), for
more information on these issues.
164. See Leah Sakala, Return to Sender: Postcard-Only Mail Policies in Jail,
PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE (Feb. 7, 2013), https://www.prisonpolicy.org
/postcards/report.html.
165. GLAZE & MARUSCHAK, supra note 34, at 6; Sakala, supra note 164.
166. GLAZE & MARUSCHAK, supra note 34, at 6.
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Mail communications avoid many of the problems associated
with visitation. From the perspectives of friends and family
members, correspondence is a low-cost alternative that does not
require travel or time off from work or school. Additionally, mail
communications, unlike visitation, are not subject to limited hours.167
Moreover, when an individual sends a message by mail, the sender
does not have to endure long waiting times or potentially invasive or
abusive personal searches. Mail communications also avoid the
problem of exposing children to incarceration environments.
For correctional institutions, mail communications are a
cost-saving alternative to visitation. For example, separate visitation
rooms are not necessary for mail communications. Additionally,
personnel expenses for monitoring mail communications are less than
those associated with the personnel-intensive needs for screening,
supervising, and maintaining security for visitors.1
6s
2. Disadvantages
While mail communications offer some financial and security
advantages over visitation, they are not a complete replacement for
in-person visitation. As discussed earlier, contact visitation is
generally recognized as the best source for communication.16 9
Moreover, a significant drawback to the use of written
communications is the assumption that defendants and their families
can read or write. "[Hligh levels of illiteracy or poor written
communication skills among prisoners" detract from the use of
mail.170 A National Center for Education Statistics study "found that
39% of prisoners scored 'below basic' for quantitative literacy testing,
while another 39% scored at only a 'basic' level."171
Additionally, privacy concerns and time delays between delivery
and actual receipt of mail arise with written communications. Mail
communications are typically subject to inspection.172 Moreover, as a
result of budgetary issues, "delivery time for first-class mail has
dramatically lengthened in recent years, making the mail
increasingly impractical for time-sensitive communications."1 73
167. Sakala, supra note 164.
168. See supra note 158 and accompanying text (discussing the personnel
needs associated with visitation).
169. See supra Subpart III.A.1.
170. Friedmann, supra note 90.
171. Id. at 25 (quoting ELIZABETH GREENBERG ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC.,
NCES 2007-473, LITERACY BEHIND BARs: RESULTS FROM THE 2003 NATIONAL
ASSESSMENT OF ADULT LITERACY PRISON SURVEY 13 (2007), https://nces.ed.gov
/pubs2007/2007473.pdf).
172. Note, Prison Mail Censorship and the First Amendment, 81 YALE L.J. 87,
87-88 (1971).
173. RAHER, supra note 160, at 5 (citation omitted).
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The concern that contraband may be sent through the mail
system is a primary reason for inspection rules.174 Over time,
correctional institutions have created lists of forbidden items-
including cash, checks, maps, greeting cards, and crayons.
175
Smuggling, however, is not limited to items sent in packages.1
76
Instead, contraband may even include the paper on which letters are
written.177 For example, prisoners have received letters and pictures
that have been soaked in liquid drugs, including crystal meth.
7 8
Facing criticism, Maryland reversed a statewide policy of limiting
inmate access to books to two prison-approved vendors, but it stated
that it would increase inspections to prevent drug smuggling via drug
strips embedded in books.
179
Many jails have established postcard-only rules to make mail
screenings easier.18 0  Critics of postcard-only rules point out
postcards' limitations.8 1 For example, letters, unlike postcards,
allows parents and children to exchange artwork and photos.18
2
Postcards are not an effective alternative for those who have medical
conditions restricting their ability to print in the small space
permitted on postcards.1 8 3  Similarly, postcards are not as
cost-effective as letters--one analysis showed that "relaying
information on a postcard is about 34 times as expensive as in a
letter" and would also require additional time to address and
sequence the cards.
184
Moreover, privacy concerns are even greater with postcards than
letters. Postcards are subject to review not only by correctional
174. Note, supra note 172, at 95.
175. Kimberly Hricko, This Prison Won't Let Me Read "Game of Thrones",
MARSHALL PROJECT (June 28, 2018, 10:00 PM),
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2018/06/28/this-prison-won-t-let-me-read-
game-of-thrones.
176. Tracy Samilton, Prisons Work to Keep Out Drug-Smuggling Drones,
NPR, (Nov. 15, 2017, 5:11 AM), https://www.npr.org/2017/11/15/5642 72 3 4 6
/prisons-work-to-keep-out-drug-smuggling-drones.
177. Tom Jackman, Jail Inmates Now Getting Drug-Soaked Paper Through




178. See, e.g., id.
179. Ann E. Marimow, In a Reversal, Md. Prison Officials Lift Limits on




180. Sakala, supra note 164 (identifying thirteen states that have jail
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institution inspectors but also by anyone who sees the postcards.1s
This has a significant chilling effect on communications between
family members who worry about personal information being
available for others to see, including other household members who
are not the intended recipient.1 8 6 As a result of these objections and
lawsuits arising from these objections, many postcard-only programs
faced backlash and were rescinded;1 8 7 however, some still exist, and
other jurisdictions continue to impose similar restrictions.
18 8
C. Telephone
Movies have memorialized the notion of the right to one free
telephone call upon arrest; however, the actual right to use the
telephone varies by jurisdiction.18 9 As with access to visitation and
correspondence, courts generally permit regulation of inmates'
telephone communications and do not recognize an inmate's absolute
right to telephone access.190 Courts uphold these telephone
regulations as long as they serve "legitimate penological interests
such as maintaining security, preventing escape, combating the
introduction of contraband, avoiding the use of phones for fraudulent
and other criminal purposes.191 This Subpart describes the benefits
and challenges of telephone communications with inmates.
1. Advantages
Given the burdens and problems associated with access by
visitation and correspondence, the use of the telephone system might




188. Id.; see also Fenit Nirappil, Md. Drops Plan to Halt Drug Smuggling by
Banning Letters to Prisoners' WASH. POST (July 20, 2016),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/md-politics/md-backs-away-from-
proposal-to-ban-letters-to-prisoners-over-drug-smuggling-
fears/2016/07/20/52f0a8f8-4e85-11e6-aa 14-e0c 1087f7583_story.html (discussing
decision to drop Maryland's plan for a state-wide post-card-only system for
inmates). The question of the constitutionality of postcard-only policies is beyond
the scope of this Article. See, e.g., Simpson v. Cty. of Cape Girardeau, 879 F.3d
273, 282 (8th Cir. 2018) (upholding county postcard-only policy as constitutional
but finding the determination requires a case-by-case analysis); ACLU Fund of
Mich. v. Livingston Cty., 796 F.3d 636, 648-49 (6th Cir. 2015) (affirming district
court's preliminary injunction and finding that the ACLU was likely to succeed
on its claims that the county's post-card-only policy violated the First and
Fourteenth Amendments).
189. Karl Smallwood, Are you Really Entitled to a Phone Call When Arrested?,
TODAY I FOUND OUT (May 9, 2014), http://www.todayifoundout.comlindex.php
/20 14105/really-entitled-phonecall-arrested/.
190. Legal Issues Pertaining to Inmate Telephone Use, 2008(2) AELE
MONTHLY L.J. 301, 301-04, 306 (2008).
191. Id. at 302.
192. See Friedmann, supra note 90.
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calls are the second most popular form of communication with
inmates.193 One survey of state inmates found that although only
31% had received a visit within the last month, 70% had a telephone
conversation within the last week.194  Another report stated,
"[s]peaking to each other over the phone is a lifeline for incarcerated
people and their families."195 Like visitation, telephone calls avoid
the literacy problems associated with mail communications.
1 96
As with mail, telephone conversations help alleviate many of the
physical and practical concerns that arise with in-person visitation.
For example, telephone communications do not require travel
considerations. Additionally, telephone communications are not
subject to restrictive visitation policies, including dress codes,
invasive searches, and long waiting times. Furthermore, telephone
communications prevent children from experiencing potentially
unfriendly and traumatic incarceration environments.
Telephone communications also offer security and cost
advantages over visitation and mail communications. Concerns
about the delivery of contraband or safety of visitors do not occur with
telephone conversations. Telephone calls do not require staff for
inspecting mail or searching visitors. Visitation facilities and mail
sorting and inspection rooms are not necessary for telephone
communications.
In addition to those cost advantages, institutions typically
receive telephone services for free from private vendors.1 97 Moreover,
correctional facilities often receive kickbacks or commissions that
allow them to share in the fees that the telephone companies receive
from inmates and their families.
198
2. Disadvantages
While telephone calls appear to be a convenient alternative to
mail communications and visitation, in actual practice, telephone
communications also have disadvantages. As with mail services,
telephone calls lack the psychological and physical advantages of
in-person visitation.199
Additionally, inmates and their families face challenges with
telephone communications. The most common complaints involve
telephone charges.200 "The prison communication industry has made
193. See supra note 166 and accompanying text.
194. Rabuy & Kopf, supra note 23 (surveying visits and conversations with
persons other than legal counsel).
195. DREW KuKOROWSKI ET AL., PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE, PLEASE DEPOSIT ALL
OF YOUR MONEY: KICKBACKS, RATES, AND HIDDEN FEES IN THE JAIL PHONE
INDUSTRY 2 (2013), https://static.prisonpolicy.org/phones/please-deposit.pdf.
196. Id. at 2 n.9.
197. See id. at 3-6.
198. Id. at 2.
199. See supra Subpart III.A1.
200. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 29.
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the cost of phone calls the most significant barrier to family contact
during incarceration."20 1  Private telephone companies often have
exclusive contracts for prison telephone services, so they do not face
competition in setting prices.202  Unregulated private telephone
companies have demanded excessively high charges for inmates and
their families.203 One report has characterized the private telephone
companies as state-sanctioned monopolies, stating that "[e]xorbitant
calling rates make the prison telephone industry one of the most
lucrative businesses in the United States."204 Currently, only two
major national companies provide telephone services for correctional
institutions, limiting options for price competition.
205
Telephone charges can include excessive rates, fees, and
commissions given back to correctional institutions.206 The fees "often
nearly double the price of a call."207 While the use of commissions or
kickbacks helps cash-strapped municipalities, inmates and their
families have to pay the additional charges.208 Such commissions
create incentives for municipalities to award contracts to telephone
companies that provide them with the highest commission rates as
opposed to the lowest telephone rates.209 In its report, the American
Civil Liberties Union of Nebraska described how a private company
boasted about having "the highest verifiable commissions available"
and included a video of a "cartoon sheriff.., shaking a money tree
raining dollar bills" as a grandmother received a call from an
inmate.210 Potential conflicts of interest occur when phone companies
contribute to election campaigns of sheriffs who can potentially
influence the selection and regulation of telephone companies for
correctional institutions.211
201. Id.
202. Cell phones: Why Does It Cost So Much for Prisoners to Keep in Touch
with Their Families?, ECONOMIST (May 25, 2013), https://www.economist.com
/news/united-states/21578411-why-does-it-cost-so-much-prisoners-keep-touch-
their-families-cell-phones.
203. DEVUONO-POWELL ETAL., supra note 3, at 29.
204. DREW KUKOROWSKI, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE, THE PRICE TO CALL HOME:
STATE-SANCTIONED MONOPOLIZATION IN THE PRISON PHONE INDUSTRY 1 (2012),
https://static.prisonpolicy.org/phones/price-to-callhome.pdf.
205. Peter Wagner, Prison Phone Giant GTL Gets Bigger, Again, PRISON POL'Y
INITIATIVE: BLOG (Aug, 28, 2017), https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/08/28
/merger/.
206. KuKOROWSKI ET AL., supra note 195, at 2-3.
207. Id. at 2.
208. KUKOROWSKI, supra note 204.
209. Id.
210. Profiting Off Lifelines: Nebraska County Jail Phone Systems Lead to
High Costs and Unfair Trials, ACLU NEB. (Nov. 30, 2017),
https://www. aclunebraska.org/en/publications/profiting-lifelines-nebraska-
county-jail-phone-systems-lead-high-costs-and-unfair.
211. See Aleks Kajstura, Jail Phone Companies Flood Money into Sheriff
Races, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Oct. 12, 2017),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/10/12/phone-elections/; see also Peter
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A family member of an inmate explained how high telephone
charges had an impact on the family: "The telephone rates are terrible
and unfair. How can the prisons steal legally from the families (the
other victims)? What about the children who need to hear from their
parent on a regular basis? Ridiculous."
212
The expenses associated with telephone charges and in-person
visitation create real burdens for low-income families. A 2014 study
of communities in fourteen states found that the costs of maintaining
contact by telephone or visitation caused debt problems for more than
34% of families.213 Typically, family members, rather than inmates,
pay the telephone charges.214 Often, these families face difficulties in
paying for necessities.215 Additionally, these families are already
struggling because of the loss of the incarcerated parent's income.
216
Moreover, incarcerated parents may risk losing parental rights when
the high cost of calls prevent them from communicating with their
children.217 For example, New York courts have terminated parental
rights of incarcerated parents for failure to communicate with their
children.218
Exorbitant charges led to demands for regulation, and the
Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") initially responded by
proposing caps on rates and restrictions on fees for interstate calls.
219
However, as the majority of calls are intrastate, many of the
restrictions do not apply.220 As a result, intrastate phone charges may
exceed the FCC rate caps and fee restrictions.
221
Wagner, Are Campaign Contributions the New "Commission"? Analysis of
Securus's Contributions in Sacramento, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Aug. 12,
2015), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2015/08/12/fimance/ (discussing
campaign contributions by private phone company to Sacramento County
Sheriff).
212. DEVUONO-POWELLETAL., supra note 3, at 34.
213. Id. at 30.
214. KUKOROWSKI ET AL., supra note 195.
215. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 30.
216. Profiting Off Lifelines: Nebraska County Jail Phone Systems Lead to
High Costs and Unfair Trials, supra note 210. See Sobol, supra note 27, at 516-
23, for more information about he hardships that families face based on criminal
justice debt.
217. Peter Wagner, FCC Hears How High Cost of Calls Can, End Parental
Rights, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (July 24, 2014),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgrblog/2014/07/24/graves-poller-letter/.
218. See, e.g., id.
219. DEVUONO-POWELLETAL., supra note 3, at 29; see also Beth Schwartzapfel,
The FCC Looks into the Prison Telephone Racket, MARSHALL PROJECT (Oct. 22,
2015 1:39 PM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2014/12/04/the-fcc-looks-
into-the-prison-telephone-racket.
220. DEVUONO-POWELL ET AL., supra note 3, at 29.
221. See Aleks Kajstura, Evading Regulation, Some In-State Phone Calls from
Jails Cost over $1.50 a Minute, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Jan. 19, 2017),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/01/19/intrastate/.
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Moreover, the Trump administration's focus on deregulation222
has led to a change in federal policy, as "[f]ederal regulators no longer
are pressing to cut the costs of most prison phone calls, backing away
from a years-long effort to limit charges imposed by a handful of
private companies on inmates and their families."223 Additionally,
the growth in the private prison industry under the Trump
administration will likely make it more difficult to regulate telephone
charges.
224
Another problem with telephone communications arises for
prisoners with hearing disabilities.225 More than 6% of federal
inmates reportedly have hearing disabilities.226  The current




New technology offers potential solutions to some of the
limitations of on-site visitation, mail correspondence, and telephone
calls. For example, advances in technology now permit electronic
messaging and video visitation.228 This Part will describe the
advantages and disadvantages of these technological alternatives to
the traditional forms of communications available to inmates and
their families.
A. Electronic Messaging
Emailing, texting, tweeting, and sending messages through
mobile applications such as Snapchat are popular forms of
communication in American society. According to a 2015 study, 64%
222. See Opinion, The Great Rules Rollback, WALL ST. J. (Dec. 25, 2017),
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-great-rules-rollback-1514237372.
223. Ann E. Marimow, FCC Made a Case for Limiting Cost ofPrison Phone




224. See Lauren-Brooke Eisen, Trump's First Year Has Been the Private
Prison Industry's Best, BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. (Jan 15, 2018),
http://www.brennancenter.org/blog/trump%E2%80%99s-first-year-has-been-
private-prison-industry-best.
225. Christie Thompson, Why Many Deaf Prisoners Can't Phone Home,
WIRED (Sept. 19, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/why-many-deaf-
prisoners-cant-phone-home/.
226. Id. (citing JENNIFER BRONSON ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, NCJ 249151,
DISABILITIES AMONG PRISON AND JAIL INMATES, 2011-12, at 3 (2015),
https://www.bjs. gov/content/pub/pdf/dpjil l2.pdf).
227. See id.
228. See Video Visitation, JPAY, https://www.jpay.com/PVideoVisit.aspx (last
visited Aug. 9, 2018), for an example of a company offering video visitation.
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of adults have a smartphone.229 With 97% usage among smartphone
owners, texting is the primary activity on smartphones.23 0 Emailing
is also popular, with 88% of smartphone owners using their phones to
email.231 Given the prominence of electronic messaging in American
society, can inmates and their families use this technology to
communicate? This Subpart will look at the benefits and limitations
of electronic messaging.
1. Advantages
Electronic messaging through texting, email, and other mobile
applications offers several potential benefits over traditional methods
of communications. Electronic messaging shares the advantages of
mail communications.232 Like physical mail, electronic messaging
allows the sender to avoid or reduce the disadvantages associated
with visitation, including travel costs and burdens, long waiting
times, limited hours, personal searches, and exposure to potentially
unfriendly and traumatic incarceration environments.
2 33
Moreover, electronic messaging provides the potential for
instantaneous communication and avoids the delays associated with
visitation or mail services.2 34 Vendors of electronic messaging for
inmates claim that their services help eliminate the costs associated
with manually receiving, distributing, and inspecting physical
mail.235  Additionally, electronic messaging "helps avoid the
introduction of contraband through the mail." 236  Furthermore,
correctional institutions can use electronic means to review the
contents of electronic messages.
237
To help inmates access electronic messaging, several
jurisdictions are providing or considering providing free laptops to
inmates.238 An additional benefit of such programs is that the laptops
229. AARON SMITH, PEW RESEARCH CTR., U.S. SMARTPHONE USE IN 2015 2
(2015), http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/14/2015/03/PI
_Smartphones_0401151.pdf.
230. Id. at 9.
231. Id. at 8.
232. See supra Subpart III.B.1.
233. Id.




238. See, e.g., John Hult, Tablets Comingfor SD Inmates, ARGUS LEADER (May
9, 2017, 8:01 PM), http://www.argusleader.com/story/news/2017/05/10/tablets-
coming-sd-inmates/314747001/; Ellie Kaufman, In New York, All 51,000 State
Prisoners Will Get Their Own Tablet Computers, CNN (Feb. 1, 2018, 4:18 PM),
https://www.cnn.com/2018/02/01/us/new-york-inmates-tablet-trnd/index.html;
Ryan Martin, Why Every Indiana Inmate Could Soon Have a Tablet, INDYSTAR
(Mar. 20, 2017, 7:40 AM), http://www.indystar.com/story/news/crime/2017/03/20
/why-every-indiana-inmate-could-soon-have-tablet/98972704/.
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can be used for education and training to help inmates with
reentry.239
2. Disadvantages
Electronic messaging shares many of the problems associated
with mail communications, including the dependency on literacy and
the lack of physical contact with inmates.240 Moreover, electronic
messaging, as currently structured, has actual and practical
limitations, leading one report to conclude that "it is not an adequate
replacement for traditional mail."241 The basis for this conclusion is
the report's finding that electronic messaging for inmates is different
from the email services available to the nonincarcerated public.242
The author of the report has stated that "[c]alling the electronic
messaging offered to incarcerated people and their families 'email'
would be an insult to email."43
Unlike traditional email, electronic messages to inmates are
subject to security review and have length and attachment
restrictions.244 Access is generally through a closed network rather
than a traditional email provider.245 Most systems require users to
send messages using proprietary software on a provider's website.246
Additionally, some systems are one-sided, allowing email from family
members but requiring the inmate to respond only by handwritten
letter.247
As with telephone systems, fees are a major obstacle for inmates
and their families.24s Typically, private companies provide electronic
messaging services to correctional institutions for free, or as part of a
bundled arrangement with other services, such as commissary, voice,
video, or financial services.249 The sole source of income for private
companies with this arrangement is the fees they charge users.250 As
239. Kimberly Railey, Some Prisons Let Inmates Connect with Tablets, USA
TODAY (Aug. 17, 2013, 3:40 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation
/2013/08/17/tabletsforinmates/2651727/.
240. RENAUD, supra note 119; Friedmann, supra note 90.
241. RAHER, supra note 160, at 19.
242. Id. at 1-3.
243. Bernadette Rabuy, Report Asks If Electronic Messaging in Prisons and
Jails Is Innovation or Exploitation?, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Jan. 21,
2016), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2016/01/21/new-report-electronic
-messaging/ (quoting Stephen Raher).
244. RAHER, supra note 160, at 1-3.
245. Id. at 5.
246. Id. at 6-7.
247. Id. at 6.
248. See id. at 2.
249. Id. at 8-10.
250. Id. at 13. Many private probation companies use a similar system-
offering their services free to municipalities and relying on fees from defendants
as their sole source of income. See generally CHRIS ALBIN-LACKEY, HUMAN RIGHTS




with contracts between telephone companies and correctional
facilities, these private companies often provide commissions or
kickbacks to correctional facilities.
251
Just as telephone companies have exploited inmates and their
families by charging excessive fees, electronic messaging providers
charge fees of up to $1.25 per message.252 Moreover, imposing
character limits on messages leads to increased fees as a typical
communication may require multiple messages, each assessed a
separate fee.2
53
Additionally, electronic messaging requires internet access.
Unfortunately, "[i] nternet access is least available in poor households
and among African-Americans and Latinos-populations that are
overrepresented in prisons and jails."254 In the jurisdictions that
provide laptops to inmates, inmates and their families are still
assessed charges for using services, such as electronic messaging, on
the laptops.25 5 Moreover, the companies that provide free tablets to
inmates generate fees from other services. For example, a review of
JPay's contract with the New York Department of Corrections to
provide 52,000 "free" tablets to prisoners revealed that JPay would be
able to charge inmates for email, video chat, media access, and
banking services at above-market rates.256 JPay predicts that it will
receive nearly $9 million from prisoner fees for its five-year contract
to provide inmates with free tablets.
257
Security and breaches associated with electronic messaging
create additional vulnerabilities.258 Electronic messaging not only
contains the contents of the message but also has personal
information including name, address, and payment information.
259
ForUploadO.pdf (discussing the abuses that occur with offender-funding
systems used by private probation companies).
251. RAHER, supra note 160, at 11-12.
252. Rabuy, supra note 243.
253. RAHER, supra note 160, at 20.
254. Id. at 19 (citation omitted).
255. See Jon Campbell, New York Inmates to Get Free Tablet Computers,
DEMOCRAT & CHRONICLE (Feb. 1, 2018, 2:28 PM),
https://www.democratandchronicle.com/story/news/politics/albany/2018/01131/n
ew-york-prisoners-get-free-tablet-computers/1085620001/.
256. Wanda Bertram & Peter Wagner, How to Spot the Hidden Costs in a "No-
Cost" Tablet Contract, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (July 24, 2018),
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2018/07/24/no-cost-contract/.
257. Id.; see also Company Giving Tablets to NY Prisoners Expects to Get $9M
from Inmates over 5 Years, NYUP.COM (Feb. 16, 2018, 2:27 PM),
https://www.newyorkupstate.com/news/2018/02/company-giving-.tablets-to-ny-
inmatesexpectsto-get_9m from inmates over_5_years.html.
258. RAHER, supra note 160, at 20-21.
259. Id. at 21.
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B. Video Visitation
Video visitation dates back to 1998 when the Michigan
Department of Corrections used it for inmates who were temporarily
incarcerated out of state.260 In 2001, Pennsylvania began what would
become "[t]he oldest continually running... virtual visitation
program in the country."261 By 2014 over "500 facilities in 43 states
and the District of Columbia [were] experimenting with video
visitation."262 Two primary forms of video visitation exist: (1) onsite
video systems using kiosks located at the correctional institution; and
(2) online systems permitting users to "visit" without being at the
correctional facility. 26 3 This Subpart will explore the advantages and
challenges of video visitation.
1. Advantages
Video visitation has the potential to resolve many of the concerns
associated with traditional visitation. The potential advantages of
off-site electronic visitation include eliminating transportation time
and expenses for family members, avoiding restrictive visitation
practices and policies, and reducing the potentially traumatic
exposure of children to detention facilities.26 4 Video systems also offer
children the ability to visit inmates in jurisdictions that for security
concerns prohibit in-person child visitation.265 Additionally, video
visitation allows people who have medical issues that restrict travel
the ability to visit inmates.266
Advocates also promote the security and cost savings for facilities
that use video systems.26 7 Off-site electronic visitation prevents
contraband from being introduced through mail or visitors.266
In-person visitation is personnel intensive, with one estimate stating
that it "requires twice as many officers" as off-site systems.26 9 The
reduced need for personnel allows facilities with video systems the
260. Boudin et al., supra note 74, at 181 n.136.
261. Id. at 181.
262. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 4.
263. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 92.
264. HoLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 20; Rabuy, supra note 243.
265. See Cecilia Brown, Marquette County Jail Moves to Video Visitation
System, MINING J. (Apr. 13, 2018), http://www.miningjournal.net/news/front-
page-news/2018/04/marquette-county-j ail-moves-to-video-visitation-system/.
266. Josh O'Bryant, Walker County Jail Now Uses Video Visitation for




267. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 20; Shannon Sims, The End of
American Prison Visits: Jails End Face-to-Face Contact - and Families Suffer,
GUARDIAN (Dec. 9, 2017, 8:17 AM), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017
/dec/09/skype-for-jailed-video-calls-prisons-replace-in-person-visits.
268. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 20; Sims, supra note 267.
269. Sims, supra note 267 (quoting Jefferson Parish Sheriff Joe LoPinto).
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ability to increase visiting hours.270 Moreover, video systems are
often offered to counties for free, and counties may receive revenue in
the form of commissions or kickbacks.
271
Unlike telephone communications, mail correspondence, or
electronic messaging, video visitation allows inmates and their
families to see each other. Incarcerated parents report that video
visitation allows them to view and thereby experience their families
in their home-life setting.272 As one study reported, "[v]ideo visits
provided loved ones with visual reassurance that they were physically
and emotionally well-something phone calls and letters could not
do."273 As one inmate describes, video visitation allows her to see and
keep track of her ailing husband.274 Video visitation also avoids
literacy problems associated with mail and electronic messaging.
2. Disadvantages
While video visitation offers many advantages, the primary
complaint about video visitation is that it is not as effective as actual
visitation.275  In-person visitation may offer the best form of
communication for creating and maintaining family relationships.
276
As Emily Widra has described, "research shows that video
communication hinders the natural flow of conversation, slows the
process of establishing trust, impedes the intimacy and social
connection of in-person interactions, shortens conversations, and
restrains interactivity and responsiveness."277 The video experience
can be traumatic for children, and children may wonder why they
cannot physically touch their parent.
278
Surprisingly, although transportation concerns are often greater
in the state-prison systems than the county-jail systems, where
inmates are typically housed closer to their families,279 video
visitation is more common in the county-jail systems.280 Moreover, a
270. Brown, supra note 265.
271. Id.
272. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 102-03.
273. DIGARD ETAL., supra note 129, at 13.
274. Connie Farris, Caring for My Sick Husband from Prison, MARSHALL
PROJECT (Mar. 8, 2018, 10:00 PM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2018/03
/08/caring-for-my-sick-husband-from-prison.
275. RABuY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 7-9.
276. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 103-04.
277. Emily Widra, In Their Own Words: The Value of In-Person Visitation to
Families, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (May 9, 2017),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/05/09/video-visitation-quotes/.
278. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 9. Alternatively, actual visitation to
correctional facilities can also be traumatic to children. See CRAMER ET AL., supra
note 152.
279. Rabuy & Kopf, supra note 23.
280. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 4-5.
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2015 report found that 74% of jail systems ended in-person visits
when they adopted video visitation.281
The outcry about the inferiority of video visitation to in-person
visits has escalated as jails have moved to ban in-person visits in
favor of video visitation.282 A study of visitations in Travis County,
Texas jails illustrates this dissatisfaction with facilities that only
provide video visitation. In that study, total visits decreased by 28%
after the county adopted video visitation and ended in-person
visits.28 3 Moreover, the study reported that disciplinary incidents,
contraband violations, and assaults increased after the county
replaced in-person visits with video visitation.28 4
Like Travis County, other jurisdictions have sought to replace
actual visitation with video visitation.285 Such replacement programs
are widely criticized.28 6 For example, the American Bar Association,
the American Correctional Association, and prisoner advocacy
organizations assert that video visitation should supplement rather
than replace in-person visitation.28 7 As a result, several jurisdictions
have rejected video-visitation programs that ban in-person and
contact visitation.288 For example, after reviewing the results of its
study, Travis County removed the ban on in-person visits and began
offering both in-person and video visitation.2 8 9
The revenue opportunities for video-provider companies and
municipalities may be the impetus behind the move to ban or
discourage in-person visits.290 While commissions benefit the
recipients, the added costs put additional burdens on inmates and
281. Id. at 11.
282. See Lucius Couloute, Growing Momentum in the Fight to Preserve In-
Person Visits, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE (Mar. 7, 2018), http://news.prisonpolicy.org
/t/ViewEmail/r/F7FOBDEA360EA79B2540EF23F30FEDED/79723B62A81ECD7
3405DC10595964AA8.
283. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 18.
284. RENAUD, supra note 119, at 4.
285. See Sims, supra note 267; Ramon Antonio Vargas, Jefferson Parish Jail
Touts New Video Visitation Program, But Ban on In-Person Visits Concerns
Inmate Advocates, NEW ORLEANS ADvoc. (Sept. 27, 2017, 7:00 PM),
http://www.theadvocate.comnew orleans/news/crime-police/article a3225930-
a3d8-1 le7-9d57-8f558cb46340.html.
286. Couloute, supra note 282; Bernadette Rabuy, Support for In-Person
Visitation Continues to Grow, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Feb. 1, 2017),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2017/02/0 1/video update jan2017/.
287. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 103-05; Lucius Couloute, American
Correctional Association Says that Video Visitation Should Not Replace In-Person
Visits, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Apr. 24, 2017),
https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2017/04/24/aca video-policy/.
288. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 104; Rabuy, supra note 286.
289. See, e.g., Emily Widra, Travis County, Texas: A Case Study on Video
Visitation, PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (Apr. 18, 2016),
https://www.prisonpolicy.orgblog/2016/04/18/travis videocasestudy/.
290. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 106-09; Brian Alexander, When Prisoners Are




their families. This is a particular concern for low-income families,
as most of the county jails that have adopted video visitation have
eliminated free, in-person visitation in favor of "remote paid video
visitation."
291
As with telephone services, the fees assessed to inmates and their
families are a major complaint about video-visitation systems.292 The
fees assessed by video providers are often unregulated, creating
profits for these private companies to the detriment of inmates and
their families. 293  Often these private companies bundle
video-visitation services with other programs that charge high rates
for exclusive services to inmates, such as care-package programs for
prisoners.
294
Another major complaint is that video-visitation systems, in their
current state, are hampered by technical issues that affect their
ability to serve as an effective communications tool.295 For example,
just as electronic messaging for inmates is different from email,
video-visitation systems for inmates are vastly different from services
like Skype or FaceTime.296 Unlike the free and high-quality services
available through Skype or FaceTime, current video-visitation
systems often provide low-quality services and charge fees up to $1.50
per minute.297 Low-quality systems often lead to pixelated images,
frozen screens, and connection issues.298 Moreover, the timing and
duration of video visits may be limited.
299
Privacy concerns also exist with video visitation, which often
occurs in public places including pod or cell rooms.300 Families
complain that when using video visitation, they have to see other
cellmates and possibly witness fights occurring in the background.
30 1
V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CURBING ABUSES ASSOCIATED WITH
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES
Given the benefits of communications with inmates and the
promise of new technology, municipalities and correctional
institutions should strive to promote communications and reduce the
abuses related to communication technologies. This Part proposes
291. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 6.
292. Alexander, supra note 290.
293. Fulcher, supra note 56, at 108-10.
294. Taylor Elizabeth Eldridge, The Big Business of Prisoner Care Packages,
MARSHALL PROJECT (Dec. 21, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://www.themarshallproject.org
/2017/12/2 1/the-big-business-of-prisoner-care-packages.
295. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 21.
296. RABuY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at i.
297. Id.
298. Id. at 10.
299. Id. at 1.
300. Id. at 8.
301. See id.
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ways to advance the benefits and address the concerns. Proposals can
be adopted at the federal, state, and local levels.302
A. Reduce the Number of People Incarcerated
The first measure to increase contact is to develop alternatives to
incarceration. Calls to end mass incarceration are common in the
United States.303 Many advocate for the decriminalization of certain
offenses to reduce incarceration rates.304 Moreover, recognizing the
impact of incarceration on parents, states are considering legislation
that would allow primary caretakers facing incarceration to seek
non-incarceration alternatives.305  These alternatives include
residency at treatment centers and halfway houses, mandatory
community service, probation, fines, and restitution.306  For
situations where incarceration is still required, sentence lengths
could be reduced to allow inmates to return to their communities
sooner.307
Additionally, over 460,000 individuals are in jail on any given
day, even though they have not been convicted of a crime.30 8 Most of
these individuals are incarcerated simply because they are unable to
pay bail.309 One study depicting the inability of people to afford cash
302. In July 2017, Senator Tammy Duckworth of Illinois proposed the federal
Video Visitation and Inmate Calling in Prisons Act. Press Release, Tammy
Duckworth, Duckworth Reintroduces Bill to Reduce Recidivism Rates in Criminal
Justice System (July 21, 2017), https://www.duckworth.senate.gov/news/press-
releases/duckworth-reintroduces-bill-to-reduce-recidivism-rates-in-criminal-
justice-system. The Act is a good start to recognizing many of these
recommendations as it grants the FCC authority to regulate visitation and
calling services, requires the FCC to create rules establishing reasonable, fair,
and just rates for such services, and mandates rules to require video visitation as
a supplement to in-person visitation. Id.
303. See, e.g., JAMES AUSTIN & LAUREN-BROOKE EISEN, BRENNAN CTR. FOR
JUSTICE, How MANY AMERICANS ARE UNNECESSARILY INCARCERATED? 6-10 (2016),
https://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/publications/UnnecessarilyIn
carceratedO.pdf (discussing ways to safely reduce prison populations).
304. See, e.g., id. at 21-34; Alexandra Natapoff, Misdemeanor
Decriminalization, 68 VAND. L. REV. 1055, 1069-77 (2015) (describing the
demands for decriminalization).
305. See Wendy Sawyer, Bailing Moms Out for Mother's Day, PRISON POL'Y
INITIATIVE: BLOG (May 8, 2017), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2017/05/08
/mothers-day/ (identifying proposals in Massachusetts and Tennessee).
306. AUSTIN & EISEN, supra note 303, at 23; FAMILIES AGAINST MANDATORY
MINIMUMS, ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION IN A NUTSHELL 2-5 (2011),
https://famm.org/wp-content/uploads/FS-Alternatives-in-a-Nutshell.pdf.
307. AUSTIN & EISEN, supra note 303, at 35-41.
308. Peter Wagner & Wendy Sawyer, Mass Incarceration: The Whole Pie 2018,
PRISON POL'Y INITIATIVE (Mar. 14, 2018), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports
/pie20l8.html.
309. Samuel R. Wiseman, Pretrial Detention and the Right to be Monitored,
123 YALE L.J. 1344, 1346 (2014); Nick Pinto, The Bail Trap, N.Y. TIMES MAG.




bail found that "[t]he median bail bond amount in this country
represents eight months of income for the typical detained
defendant."310
Recognizing the growing problem of cash-bail systems, advocacy
groups have set up programs to help jailed individuals pay bail.
311
One such effort is aimed at paying the bail of black mothers so that
they can spend Mother's Day at home.312 Alternatives to cash-bail
systems should be adopted so that defendants who do not pose a risk
to society can be with their families.3 13 California has taken the lead
by becoming the first state to end its money bail system in favor of a
system based on risk assessment.
314
Technology also offers alternatives to incarceration by providing
electronic monitoring so that defendants may remain in their
communities.315 Professor Tyler Cowen has proposed placing 10% of
incarcerated women on house arrest with electronic monitoring
homes to study the impact on family relationships.316 Pretrial
monitoring has also been proposed as an alternative to cash-bail
systems.
317
While monitoring and community-service programs are popular
alternatives to incarceration and can increase communications with
families, municipalities and private companies could abuse these
programs by using them to collect revenue.318 Such programs often
adversely affect lower-income defendants, who may wind up
incarcerated simply because of their failure to pay the associated
310. BERNADETTE RABUY & DANIEL KOPF, PRISON POLICY INITIATIVE,
DETAINING THE POOR 2 (2016), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/reports
/DetainingThePoor.pdf.
311. See Robin Steinberg, Opinion, Time for a National Fund That Chips
Away at Money Bail and Stops Criminalizing Poverty, USATODAY (Nov. 28, 2017,
11:23 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/policing/spotlight/2017/11
/28/time-national-fund-chips-away-money-bail-and-stops-criminalizing-
poverty/890484001/ (describing programs in Massachusetts, New York, and
Tennessee that pay bail for indigent defendants).
312. See Sawyer, supra note 305.
313. See, e.g., No Money Bail Act of 2018, S. 3271, 115th Cong. (2018)
(prohibiting cash bail in the federal system and denying federal grants to states
that use cash bail).
314. See S.B. 10, 2018 Leg., Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2018) (commencing Oct. 1, 2019);
Madison Park, California Eliminates Cash Bail in Sweeping Reform, CNN (Aug.
28, 2018, 11:08 PM), https://www.cnn.com/2018/08/28/us/bail-california-bill
/index.html.
315. See generally Avlana K. Eisenberg, Mass Monitoring, 90 S. CAL. L. REV.
123 (2017), for a discussion on the use of electronic monitoring.
316. Tyler Cowen, American Families Shouldn't be Separated, Either,
BLOOMBERG (June 18, 2018, 3:18 PM), https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles
/2018-06-18/family-separation-goes-beyond-trump- s-immigration-plan.
317. Wiseman, supra note 309, at 1363-82.
318. Natapoff, supra note 304, at 1085-92; James Kilgore, E-Carceration: The
Problematic World of Being on an Electronic Monitor, ALTERNET (Oct. 20, 2016,
6:39 AM), https://www. alternet.org/human-rights/electronic-monitoring-
restrictive- and-wrong.
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fees.319 Accordingly, steps should be taken to regulate the rates and
charges associated with such services.
B. Reduce the Hurdles to In-Person Visitation
Given that in-person visitation is generally recognized as the
most effective form of communication for promoting family stability,
reducing recidivism, and improving inmate reentry,320 municipalities
and correctional institutions should consider ways to promote
in-person visits for those who remain incarcerated. Typically, the
primary obstacle to visitation is distance.321 As a result, one obvious
remedy would be to house inmates closer to their families.322
Unfortunately, creating new correctional institutions in communities
may not be a popular or practical solution.
Other methods to help families with in-person visits include
providing childcare, extending visitation hours beyond normal work
hours, and making public transportation available.323 Ride-sharing
services can use technology to help families make in-person visits.
For example, VisitLift's mission is to make connecting families and
friends with inmates through carpool services "as easy as pushing a
button."
324
Correctional institutions should create policies and environments
that encourage rather than discourage family visitation. Based on
the importance of physical contact for infants and newborns,
correctional institutions should develop practices and devote
resources to permit contact visitation with newborns and infants.3 25
The use of prison nurseries should also be examined as a potential
alternative to allow contact between mothers and their infant
children.326 Additionally, for older children, correctional institutions
should create more child-friendly environments and encourage
visitation at the onset of incarceration to help ease the trauma
associated with the parent's arrest.327
319. Sobol, supra note 27, at 490. See id., for a more detailed discussion on
the incarceration of indigent individuals who are unable to pay criminal justice
debt.
320. See Widra, supra note 120.
321. See Cochran et al., supra note 99, at 561.
322. Id.
323. Id. at 561-62.
324. See, e.g., About Us, VISITLIvr, https://www.visitlift.com/aboutus.php (last
visited Aug. 9, 2018).
325. McMillen, supra note 70, at 1852-53.
326. Elizabeth Chuck, Prison Nurseries Give Incarcerated Mothers a Chance
to Raise Their Babies - Behind Bars, NBC NEWS (Aug, 4, 2018, 7:00 AM),
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/prison-nurseries-give-incarcerated-
mothers-chance-raise-their-babies-behind-n894171.
327. Johnston, supra note 137.
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C. Supplement In-Person Visits with Better Access to Improved
Alternative Visitation Methods
While in-person visitation may be the best communications
method, other methods, including technology alternatives, can also be
beneficial. Ideally, the alternatives should supplement and not
replace in-person visitation.328 A Washington State study found that
video visits led to a "significant increase in the number of in-person
visits." 3 2 9 Another report stated, "A hybrid visiting approach that
offers both video and in-person visiting offers the most flexibility and
ensures that the benefits of in-person visiting are preserved and
possibly enhanced."330 Accordingly, this Subpart will address ways to
improve the methods that can supplement in-person visitation.
Just as expense concerns exist with in-person visitation, cost
issues also arise with its alternatives. Measures should be adopted
to regulate the fees associated with alternative systems. These
regulations could include setting caps or limits on charges.
331
Contracts with private companies should specify the caps.
332
Moreover, commissions or kickbacks to correctional institutions and
counties should be limited.333 For example, telephone charges for
inmates in Nebraska's state prisons are among the lowest in the
country because its regulations prohibit state prisons from receiving
commissions from telephone calls.334 Additionally, New York City has
approved a plan to provide free telephone calls for jailed inmates.
335
328. RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69 (arguing that state regulators and
legislatures should prohibit bans on in-person visitation). Similarly, electronic
messaging should be used to supplement rather than replace traditional mail
systems. RAHER, supra note 160, at 5 (discussing how counties have sought to
use electronic messaging as part of plan of restricting mail). Massachusetts has
recently enacted legislation requiring that video and other electronic devices
supplement, rather than replace, in-person visitation. 2018 Mass. Legis. Serv.
Ch. 69 § 92 (West).
329. DIGARD ETAL., supra note 129, at 11.
330. HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24.
331. See, e.g., Assemb. 1025, 218th Leg., Reg. Sess. (N.J. 2018) (proposing that
qualified vendors charge no more than eleven cents per minute on video visitation
and prohibiting any service charge or additional fee exceeding the per minute
rate).
332. KuKOROWSKI ET AL., supra note 195, at 16.
333. Id.; RABUY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 29.
334. See, e.g., Profiting Off Lifelines: Nebraska County Jail Phone Systems
Lead to High Costs and Unfair Trials, supra note 210.
335. Peter Wagner, New York City to Make All Calls from Jail Free, PRISON
POL'Y INITIATIVE: BLOG (July 19, 2018), https://www.prisonpolicy.org/blog/2018
/07/19/rikerscalls/. Similarly, effective September 1, 2018, Texas has reduced
the rates on prison telephone charges from twenty-six cents per minute to six
cents per minute. Lauren McGaughy, Texas Prisons Slash Inmate Phone Call
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Similarly, programs could be developed to provide financial
support to allow indigent family members to have access to
alternative technologies. Procedures could also be established for
assessing fees for services based on an inmate's ability to pay such
fees.
Just as contracts with vendors should address fee issues,
contracts should also address quality concerns related to
communication technology. Quality standards should be developed
to improve video and electronic messaging systems.336 Systems
should also be implemented to help those who have hearing or vision
impairments. One commentator has suggested appealing to
companies like Google, that have the ability and interest in criminal
justice reform, to help address the financial and technical issues
associated with video visitation.
337
Standards and procedures to address privacy and security
concerns arising from the use of alternative technologies should also
be adopted. Contracts should include transparency and reporting
provisions to allow for monitoring and enforcement of contractual
requirements.
338
Recognizing that the best options for communications may vary
by facility, correctional institutions should develop plans to evaluate
their potential options to supplement in-person visitation. For
example, the Osborne Association has assembled a toolkit to assist
facilities with choosing and implementing video visitation systems.339
This toolkit suggests creating an advisory group of key
stakeholders-including administrators, officers, technology staffers,
inmates, and families of inmates-to establish goals, assess
feasibility and costs, create a proposal, develop policies and
procedures, and select a suitable vendor.
340
D. Resources and Education
If communication tools are available, but people are not aware of
them or the importance of them, they will not be effective.
Accordingly, given the advantages of communications, efforts to
336. RABuY & WAGNER, supra note 69, at 28.
337. Issie Lapowsky, Video Chat Price-Gouging Costs Inmates More Than
Money, WIRED (Aug. 31, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/prison-
video-visits/ (citing a story about Google's commitment to criminal justice
reform); see Jessica Guyen, Google Pledges $11.5M to Fight Racial Bias in
Policing, Sentencing, USA TODAY (Feb. 23, 2017, 2:14 PM),
https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2017/02/23/google- 115-million-racial-
justice-grants/98283364/.
338. See, e.g., Private Prison Information Act of 2017, S. 1728, 115th Cong.
(2017) (requiring nonfederal prisons that hold federal inmates under a contract
with the federal government o provide the same information available to the
public that federal facilities must provide).
339. See, e.g., HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at apps. 2A, 2B.
340. Id. at 26.
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proihote communications should be developed. Inmates and their
families should be made aware of these advantages.
Programs should be developed to provide resources and
education for inmates' families. 341 Family support groups exist and
should be promoted.3 42 Education programs for children can help
minimize children's trauma in visiting correctional institutions.
3 43
Moreover, education can reduce parental anxiety about children
seeing their parents incarcerated and experiencing the jail or prison
environment.344 Nonparent caregivers of children should also be
included in programs that promote the importance of communications
between children and inmates.
345
Education for inmates can also help with communications.
Understanding that communications are the best way to ensure
family stability can combat the feelings of shame that lead inmates to
resist communications with their families.346 Correctional facilities
should provide literacy instruction for inmates to help with written
communications, including mail and electronic messaging.
3 47
Literacy education can incorporate communications between inmates
and their children. For example, some facilities in Vermont and New
Hampshire provide books to inmates and encourage inmates to read
to their children.348 Another program records inmates reading and
sends the recordings to inmates' children to allow the children to
listen to their parents' "voices whenever they want."349 Such prison
education programs have the added benefit of developing skills that
will help with reentry and reintegration into communities and the
workplace.350
341. Cochran et al., supra note 99, at 562; see, e.g., NAT'L RESOURCE CTR. ON
CHILD. & FAMILIES INCARCERATED, supra note 36.
342. See, e.g., STRONG PRISON WIVES & FAMILIES,
http://www.strongprisonwives.com/home.html (last visited Aug. 9, 2018).
343. CRAMER ET AL., supra note 152, at 24.
344. Id.
345. LAVIGNE ETAL., supra note 10, at 13-14.
346. CRAMER ET AL., supra note 152, at 9.
347. See Friedmann, supra note 90.
348. See, e.g., Suzanne Loring, Books Behind Bars: Connecting Inmates to
Their Children Through Reading, FED. RES. BANK BOSTON (May 30, 2012),
https://www.bostonfed.org/publications/communities-and-banking/2012/summer
/books-behind-bars-connecting-inmates-to-their-children-through-reading. aspx.
349. Christopher Zoukis, Literacy and Love: Programs Allow Parents in
Prison to Read to Children, PRISONEDUCATION.COM (Apr. 20, 2017),
http://www.prisoneducation.com/prison-education-news//literacy-and-love-
programs-allow-parents-in-prison-to-read-to-children.
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E. Continued Study
A vital component of plans to improve communications is the
ongoing study of the effectiveness of chosen approaches.
Complaint-reporting procedures and data-collection efforts should be
established to help evaluate programs.
Inmates, family members, and employees of correctional facilities
should all have input on communication programs.351 For example,
the Vera Institute of Justice has developed the Relational Inquiry
Tool that surveys inmates and correctional employees to study the
impact of family communications on inmates.35 2 Inmates appreciate
the opportunity to provide feedback, as one inmate commented,
"Normally, I'm not asked anything about what's going on in my home
life, what's going on with me."353  Correctional employees also
recognize the value of the survey, as one coordinator stated, "One way
the tool really impacted me was the humanization of the offender
beyond what a stale file will do .... This tool could very well create a
good framework for productive dialogue when trying to find resources
and support for the offender."354
Additionally, more empirical research on the factors related to
communications with inmates, the impact of such communications,
and barriers to such communications is necessary.35 5 More detailed
data relating to the children of incarcerated parents is particularly
needed.356
As new communication technologies arise, their potential
benefits and risks in helping to connect inmates and their families
should be studied and evaluated.
VI. CONCLUSION
Communications between inmates and their families have the
potential to help maintain family stability, reduce crime rates, and
improve the reentry of inmates into society. While in-person visits
may provide the best form of contact, often such in-person visits may
not be practical or feasible. As a result, municipalities and
correctional institutions should consider alternative forms of
351. See, e.g., HOLLIHAN & PORTLOCK, supra note 24, at 73 (listing survey
questions evaluating video visitation for inmates, visitors, and employees).
352. MARGARET DIZEREGA & SANDRA VILLALOBOLOS AGUDELO, VERA INST. OF
JUSTICE, PILOTING A TOOL FOR REENTRY: A PROMISING APPROACH TO ENGAGING
FAMILY MEMBERS 4 (2011), https://www.vera.org/publications/piloting-a-tool-for-
reentry-a-promising approach-to- engaging-family-members.
353. Id. at 3.
354. Id.
355. LA VIGNE ET AL., supra note 10, at 12-13; Cochran et al., supra note 99,
at 562. For example, the Arizona Prison Visitation Project offers "a new way to
study visitation through the use of a mixed-method design." Melinda Tasca et
al., Moving Visitation Research Forward: The Arizona Prison Visitation Project,
17 CRIMINOLOGY, CRIM. JUST. L., & SOC'Y 55, 55 (2016).
356. See Fulcher, supra note 56, at 100 n.110.
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communication to supplement in-person visits. Current technology
has the potential to improve communications. Undoubtedly, future
technological advances will create even more alternatives to help
inmates.357 For example, experimental video programs now offer
virtual touch and "can render the shape and movement of objects
across the web" which could lead to technology that would allow
people to "embrace" each other over video.
358
As such technologies develop, it is important to recognize their
benefits but also to protect against potential abuses that can arise
when companies and municipalities use the technologies as revenue
opportunities.
357. For example, a growing use of video services is for telemedicine, allowing
doctors to treat inmates in prisons. Michael Ollove, State Prisons Thrn to
Telemedicine to Improve Health and Save Money, PEW CHARITABLE TR. (Jan. 21,
2016), http://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/blogs/stateline/2 016
/01/21/state-prisons-turn-to-telemedicine-to-improve. This reduces costs because
prisons are often in remote areas where doctors, especially specialists, are not
available. Id.
358. See, e.g., Sophia D., Virtual Prison Visits Mean Some Prison Inmates
Never See Family in the Flesh, VC DAILY (Sept. 20, 2017),
https://www.videoconferencingdaily.comltrending/virtual-prison-visits-mean-
prison-inmates-never-see-family-flesh/.
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